Phase 3 - War with Whites

- Kolchak (who ended Directory and became military dictator) advanced his army West in March '19
  forced to retreat in April

- May '19 Denikin & Cossacks advance on Moscow from South

- Aug '19 Red is forced to abandon Kiev

- Oct '19 Denikin's forces defeated at Orel, Yudenich defeated outside Petrograd

- Jan '20 Kolchak abdicated

- Apr '20 Polish attack
  ⇒ Jun '20 Red counter-advance on Warsaw
  ⇒ Aug '20 Polish counter
  ⇒ Oct '20 Treaty of Riga

Phase 4 - War with Greens

- Peasant movements by those who resented Bolshevik policies and demanded greater autonomy from

- Anarchists e.g. Malinno - Ukraine
  Antonov - Tambor